
 

 

Modern Historical Significance of  

Great Leaders Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il’s Ideology 

 
The present pandemic disease will likely bring a long-term economic crisis in the range of 

the whole world. After the long-term economic crisis, a very few countries will remain with 

their relatively low losses. These are a handful of nations having their self-reliant economies 

and developed their national/domestic industries. The current example of such nations is the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. 

 

Loan shark capitalism making globalization its flag is expropriating the natural resources, 

the human resource and the productivity of the developing countries using financial, 

economic and loan traps. The increasingly unfair nature of the resource distribution within 

the societies in not only the developing countries and also the other countries where “the 

money owners” exist has become an urgent issue of the present time, constantly upsetting the 

people of every nation. The difference between the extremely rich and the extremely poor is 

slipping out of control and then the gradual disappearance of the middle well-fixed class is a 

direct consequence of the strategy of the “money owners”. 

 

The present historical situation clearly shows that a self-reliant ideology is needed to lead 

a nation to a correct path, creating a developmental economy and bring the living standard of 

the people to a plentiful level. 

 

At first, President Kim Il Sung made and initiated the ideology of self-reliantly ruling a 

nation whilst Comrade Kim Jong Il developed a doctrine how to protect self-reliance in the 

situation of globalization, leaving these as a priceless heritage for the people of every nation 

of the world. In the Juche Doctrine of self-reliance, countries can implement four main 

principles without being differentiated by their greatness or minority. These are as follows: 

the first is having formed self-reliant ideology – outlook, the second is to implement self-

reliant politics, the third is to establish a self-reliant economy and the fourth is to maintain the 

self-defense capability. 

 

In order to keep the developing nations in their financial and economic dependence and 

exploitation, the present “money owners” are continuously implementing their strategy to 

suppress and block the possibilities of having any self-reliant ideology and true self-

governance. For this purpose, they are compelling their dependent nations and countries an 

“ideology of liberty” which is truly a money and fat wallet-worshipping ideology by the press 

and media and by means of introducing cultural and example styles. The leaders and the 

people of the nations tied to the money-worshipping lifestyle and economy are easily sliding 

into a path of trading their self-reliant countries for money. 

 

But Great Thinker President Kim Il Sung taught in his Juche Doctrine that sane people are 

self-reflective and individuals are the masters of their destinies. The historical signicance of 

this philosophy exists in it. In all countries, first of all, political parties establish national 

outlook and self-reliant ideology. The historical significance of a political party can be read 

on President Kim Il Sung’s classics as well as his many volumes of memoir books. 

 

A political party is a basic subject for recommending and implementing the right ideology, 

being the source to distribute the right guidance of the ideology to the people. Accordingly, 



 

 

as newly developing the political party doctrine in the historical situation of the XX-XXI 

centuries, the importance of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism has increased. 

 

The ruling political party of a nation should formulate and implement the core of its 

ideology whilst creating and sticking to the fundamental principles of its morality in the 

activities. The fundamental principles of morality which President Kim Il Sung had stuck to 

in his life and activities was the ideology of worshipping the people as the heaven. The 

people have continuously been the history-making and all resources-making subject. So, the 

people are the only subject who has the full right to decide independently in whose 

possession their created history and mental and other resources should be kept. For the people 

to implement this historical duty, the national leader and the political force born from the 

people will play the special role. Whilst making and leaving this ideology and doctrine for us, 

President Kim Il Sung implemented these based on the actual historical experience of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Today, this experience can attract the attention of 

the whole world. 

 

Warm greetings and good luck to you, friends in the whole world studying and working 

for the Juche Ideology. At the end of this presentation, I would like to express that the Juche 

Researchers of Mongolia highly appreciate Your contribution to the implementation of the 

self-reliance and independence of your countries. 

 

The founder of Great Juche Philosophy – President Kim Il Sung and his Spirited 

Successor Kim Jong Il will remain in our hearts forever like the bright sun. 
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